since 1995

DOOR-TO-DOOR LEGAL CONSULTING
Legal support system for GAFTA/FOSFA contracts on the terms
FOB, СIF, СFR from the Black Sea ports

LegalCare 24/7
The system that will save you dozens of thousands dollars for grains
deliveries.

InterLegal Solutions

What fits your Business?
Short

Phase 1. Basic service

Subscription

 Interlegal’s lawyer copied in by all the e-mailing on the contract
 Brief oral consulting 24/7 in the course of the contract’s fulfilment
 Brief recommendations on the contract-related mailing and answering Customer’s questions
EUR 800 one-time shipment*

EUR 3000 per month

*Paying for Phases 1 and 2. Comprises up to 5 hrs of productive time

Additional services**
**In case of an evidently disputable situation or objective impossibility of the contract’s fulfilment

Phase 2. Pre-trial settlement :

Phase 3. Legal support of disputes on claimed
shipments in GAFTA/FOSFA arbitrations:

 Letters, claims, LOI, LOU, shipment protest;
 Mailing and negotiating with counterparties, shipowners,  Evidence base analysis and evidence collection;
P&I clubs;
 Drafting Statement of Claim, Statement of Defence, and
 Lodging claims to counterparties;
support of proceeding in GAFTA/FOSFA arbitration.
 Drafting and fulfilment control of collateral contracts.

EUR 2400
15 hrs of productive time

EUR 7900-15000 + 2-5% success fee
+ arbitration fee, travel and other expenses. Cost of one instance.

Program’s advantages

Guaranteed professional
support by 30+ lawyers
practicing in international
trade

Sufficient staff of experts for legal
consulting and dispute settlement
available 24/7/365 on all claimed
contracts. Consulting on Консалтинг по
each contract by minimum 2 experts.
Disputes settlement – minimum 3
experts.

6 offices on the Black Sea
and 29 associated ones in
many countries of the world
enable to faster perform
every necessary legal action.
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Nataliya Myroshnychenko
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Andrey Perepelitsa
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Valeria Ivanova,
Lawyer

Call now and claim a test shipment!

Viktoriia Krotova
+380949560595

krotova@interlegal.com.ua

